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Southeast Asia: The Bounty & Promise of ASEAN
Food, consumers and industry in exchange for investment and automation
technologyFood, consumers and industry in exchange for investment and
automation technology
Robotics | Automation | Artiﬁcial Intelligence | Advanced Manufacturing
3D Printing | Logistics | Industrial Internet of Things | Smart Factory
The Best Deal in the East: What East Asia needs to ﬂourish, the ASEAN Community can
offer in quantity.
What the ASEAN needs for a future, East Asia already has in surplus. Agribotics, cobots
and industrial automation top the list The ﬁrst thing to realize about the 10-nation
ASEAN community is how big it is: a tad smaller than the U.S. in land area, but nearly
twice the population at 625 million.
It’s GDP of $2.5 trillion is about the same as the combined GDP of two of China’s best
provinces, Guangdong and Jiangsu, but larger than the GDPs of France or Korea, and 25
percent larger than that of India.
Since 2000, the ASEAN economies have collectively grown faster than any other Asian
economy except China. During those sixteen years, GDP has quadrupled, per capita
income tripled, and foreign direct investment (FID) into ASEAN countries quintupled.
According to HSBC, ASEAN economies attracted a combined $136 billion in foreign
direct investment last year, topping China’s $128 billion.
And, oh by the way, poverty has been cut in half.
Yet, there’s so much more to be done, and robots are the tools of preference at helping
the ASEAN economies get to a future of prosperity. East Asia, nearby and willing, is the
ideal partner.
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Going Forward It’s All About Infrastructure
Traditional, labor-intensive manufacturing once based in China
moving to ASEAN nations
This relationship has history
East Asia and Southeast Asia have traded with each other for millennia. Most of the
trade heading north to East Asia has been agricultural and minerals.
For example, Champa rice planted most everywhere in China originated in Vietnam; the
hydraulics for irrigating rice tagged along; chicken hails from Thailand; the sweet potato
came from markets in the Philippines; saltpeter for making gunpowder from India;
metalworking and printing from Buddhist monasteries in India.
In short, the bounty of Southeast Asia has a long history of making life better for its
northern neighbors. It’s a history that continues today and will be vitally important for
the future.

East Asian overtures
Consider that China has roughly 20 percent of the world’s population, yet only 7
percent of the world’s arable land. Simply stated, China cannot feed itself. By
themselves, Vietnam, Thailand and Myanmar could easily feed China’s masses.
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Korea and Japan, with sharply ageing populations, declines in productivity and seek to
invigorate sluggish economies, desperately need new markets and new consumers for
their manufactured goods and technology. The 625 million consumers in Southeast
Asia look mighty appealing as customers and low-wage workers.
Japan has targeted what it calls the “Mekong Five” (Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia
and Myanmar); Korea and Vietnam signed a free-trade agreement (FTA) that could
bump the pair’s $30 billion in trade last year to $70 billion by 2020; China is ASEAN’s
largest and most important external trade partner, making up 14 percent of the total
trade.
Dr Vachara Phanchet, chairman emeritus of the Hong Kong-based Paciﬁc Basin
Economic Council, said Chinese entrepreneurs were shifting their focus away from
exporting goods to ASEAN countries, and instead looking at capital investment.
McKinsey’s Understanding ASEAN: Seven things you need to know, puts the
importance of ASEAN into clear perspective: “Together, ASEAN’s ten member states
form an economic powerhouse. If ASEAN were a single country, it would already be the
seventh-largest economy in the world, with a combined GDP of $2.4 trillion in (2013). It
is projected to rank as the fourth-largest economy by 2050.”

Going forward it’s all about infrastructure
Jayant Rikhye head of strategy and planning, Asia Paciﬁc, at HSBC, presents a succinct
three-part analysis as to why the ASEAN Economic Community is a “milestone for
ASEAN’s development”:
“First, the region is increasingly attractive as a manufacturing location. China – long the
‘factory ﬂoor of the world’ – is shifting its economic model towards more value-added,
higher tech manufacturing and services. This means more of the traditional,
labor-intensive manufacturing that was once based in China is moving to ASEAN
nations.
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“ASEAN is already a key manufacturing hub, notably for the electronics and automotive
sectors.”“Toyota manufactures more than 700,000 vehicles a year in Thailand and
another 400,000 at its sites in Indonesia, for example. BASF, the German chemicals
company, has six production and operation sites in Malaysia alone. General Electric has
more than 60 locations and employs 7,600 people across ASEAN.
“The Philippines has become a major hub for IT and business process outsourcing.
“Second, consumer-spending power is growing rapidly. ASEAN’s population numbers
less than half that of either China or India, but 15 years from now, the region will have
added another 120 million inhabitants – the equivalent of one-and-a-half Germany’s.
“What is more, Southeast Asians are becoming more afﬂuent. In 2010, per capita GDP
was just $3,000. ASEAN members aim to raise this to more than $9,000 by 2030. The
increased spending power is turning the region into an increasingly key market for
anything from cars and airplane tickets to shampoo and mobile phones.
“Third, ASEAN is home to an established and trusted international ﬁnancial center, in
Singapore.
“Increasing ﬁnancial liberalization could help lower transaction costs and facilitate
investment ﬂows into ASEAN, aiding economies like Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand,
in particular.
“Other countries, such as Indonesia and the Philippines, could beneﬁt most from
increased investments into much needed infrastructure, which is currently still a weak
spot in ASEAN’s overall growth story.”
It bears repeating: infrastructure and automation
Infrastructure, as Rikhye rightly points to as key to ASEAN future growth: “much
needed infrastructure, which is currently still a weak spot in ASEAN’s overall growth
story,” must be ﬁlled with industrial automation, agribotics for farming and orchards,
and co-robots for the vast SME ecosystem across the ASEAN if the AEC is to succeed.
SMEs account for 96 percent of all businesses and 58 percent of all jobs. The market for
robots, especially collaborative robots in the $15,000 to $30,000 range, is virtually
limitless across the ASEAN and, as yet, virtually untapped.
The better-off ASEAN countries, those with infrastructures that are well-established
like Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, and the Philippines, will need to initially
anchor the AEC while Laos, Cambodia, Brunei, Vietnam, and Myanmar play catch up.
Catch up could be quick, even for a country just starting to industrialize like Myanmar,
which jumped its clothing exports from $700 million to $1.7 billion from 2011 to 2014.
Or Vietnam, which shipped $8 billion in electronics in 2008, then $32 billion last year.
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Korea Adds Robotics to Smart Vietnam Strategy
Korea makes smart, decisively bold moves into the ASEAN,
especially with Vietnam
While everyone has kept an eye ﬁrmly on the robotics and automation technology
moves emanating from China and Japan, Korea has been tiptoeing into the ASEAN
with lots of money and big plans.
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For three years now, quiet, under-the-radar Korea has made smart, decisively bold
moves into the ASEAN, especially with Vietnam, and has now added a high-tech
initiative led by robotics to its overall strategy.
(See related: Korea Awakens, Reacts…and Accelerates
The recent signing (June) of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the
ASEAN-Korea Centre and the Korea Institute for Robot Industry Advancement (KIRIA)
heralds another wave of forthcoming Korean Foreign Direct Investment FDI.
Ofﬁcially, the MOU is to “facilitate the ASEAN-Korea cooperation in the Robotics
industry.”
Whenever you see robots and automation agreements with ASEAN countries, it’s all
about infrastructure and manufacturing as the play underway.
What Japan calls the “Mekong Five” as its intended sphere of inﬂuence (See: Japan Gets
Cozy with Thailand)—which is what the ASEAN calls its CLVM (Cambodia, Laos,
Vietnam, and Myanmar)—Korea also sees as a sphere of inﬂuence.
Korea’s strategy is more directed to what may be called its “Mekong One”, which is
Vietnam. Watching what Korea has already accomplished in Vietnam is a good indicator
and vantage point to see where this new ASEAN MOU in robotics and automation is
bound next.

ASEAN on an FDI roll
As the International Business Times has reminded us: “Remember when everything was
“Made in China”? Those days are long gone and will likely never return.”
Instead, get ready for seeing lots of “Made in Thailand”, “Made in Vietnam”, or “Made in
Singapore” just about everywhere on everything.
The East Asian big three (China, Korea and Japan) are pouring billions into the ASEAN
Community, with certain of the 10-nation AEC countries getting special treatment.
There are good economic reasons why the ASEAN gets more FDI than anywhere in the
world, including China; and conversely, why China is the largest contributor to ASEAN
FDI. Three of the best reasons: 650 million new customers and low-wage employees
living in a tropical paradise where anything grows in abundance and where half the land
mass desperately needs roads, cities and factories (especially in the aforementioned
CLVM).
Best of breed of the CLVM is easily Vietnam; it’s a budding powerhouse of potential
with 90 million citizens sitting along a two-thousand mile coastline that looks out onto
the busiest shipping lanes in the world.
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For example, Korea has been instrumental in building Vietnam’s electronics industry,
helping it to grow from 5.2 percent of GDP in 2010 to 23.4 percent of GDP last year
2015. In dollars, electronics exports zoomed from $ 6.9 billion in 2011 to $35 billion in
2014.
Every little bit helps as when Korea’s LG Electronics moved a TV production facility
from Rayong, Thailand to Hai Phong on Vietnam’s coast. LG’s reason for moving 930
miles distant was labor costs are cheaper and China-based suppliers are closer.
In Vinh Phuc province, for example, in the ﬁrst ten months of the year, 13 of the 21
foreign-invested projects were from South Korea.
By 2014, the Korea Times was boasting back then: South Korea Becomes Biggest
Investor in Vietnam, Beating Japan.
Total FDI reached $23 billion in 2015. In the ﬁrst ﬁve months of 2016, South Korea was
the biggest foreign investor in Vietnam at $3.42 billion.

Korea gets busy
Business Korea reports: “The whole Samsung group has a very keen interest in Vietnam.
Samsung is looking for new business opportunities in Vietnam not only in electric and
electronics, but also in construction and shipbuilding…Samsung, already invested $5.7
billion, into many of big projects such as the Vung Ang 3 thermoelectric power plant,
Long Thanh airport in the west, and Khanh Hoa shipyard.
“LG Electronics will also build a new factory in Haiphong for $300 million by 2020. In
this factory, LG will manufacture air conditioners, refrigerators, and washing machines
targeting the Vietnamese domestic market.
“It is very remarkable that Korean traditional industries, including textiles or
shoemaking, as well as distribution businesses also enter Vietnam.”
For three years ongoing Korea has built cinemas, chains of supermarkets and
electronics stores all over Vietnam.
“In 2015, Emart, one of South Korea’s largest retail chains, opened its ﬁrst hypermarket
in Vietnam in an ambitious plan to expand its network throughout Vietnam in upcoming
years.
“Prior to that, Lotte Mart, another South Korean supermarket chain, stated it would
open 60 supermarkets in Vietnam by 2020, and if so, it would become the second
largest supermarket chain in Vietnam, just next to Coop Mart.”
Get the impression that Korea is in Vietnam to stay?
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Enter the robots
Now it’s time for robotics and automation to enter factories and warehouses, as well as
to help build out infrastructure throughout the country to connect its 90 million new
friends (almost twice the population of Korea).

(R-L) ASEAN-Korea Centre Secretary General Kim Young-sun poses with Korea
Institute for Robot Industry Advancement President Jung Kyung-won at the
ASEAN-Korea Centre in Seoul
In May of 2016, Vietnam announced “sci-tech cooperation” with South Korea
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“The Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST)’s national agency in the southern
region worked with a visiting delegation from the Republic of Korea’s Institute of
Industrial Technology (KITECH) and enterprises in Ho Chi Minh City on May 5 to share
information and promote cooperation in this ﬁeld.
“The MoST will propose suitable mechanisms and incentives to help them invest in in
the country. In the near future, the two sides can assess and build a sizeable sci-tech
project in Vietnam to include it in the protocol on science and technology cooperation
between the two countries.
“With 28 technological research institutes and large number of companies operating in
the ﬁeld, the [Korea] RoK can completely collaborate with Vietnam in technological
issues of its concern and need, according to a KITECH representative.”
That’s a generous offer from a country in need of lots of robot-driven automation.
With a unique sphere of inﬂuence in Vietnam, Korea has a ready-built model for
Cambodia.
Culturally, Laos is close to Thailand, so it’s 7 million inhabitants might well fall into
Japan’s sphere of inﬂuence, as would Myanmar with which Thailand shares a long
border.
What about China in all of this? China has an able ally in Cambodia for the time being,
but as Vietnam looks more inviting to its ﬁfteen million citizens, things could change.
When you see Thailand’s booming business of Siam Cement Group (SCG) eyeing
Vietnam, you got to believe that a lot of construction is in Vietnam’s future.
Korea is in the center of it all.
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ASEAN Proﬁles

Singapore: Seeking a Bridge Between
Can robotics become a key contributor in shift from simply “adding
value” to “creating value”?
Singapore has the basic assets for industrialization.
Her greatest asset is the high aptitude of her people
to work in manufacturing industries.”
—Albert Winsemius, Singapore, 1961

Staying great is never easy
Although Singapore’s robotics research community is world class and its laboratories
consistently output ingenious robotics and allied high-tech complements to robotics,
the pace of technology transfer from lab to the commercial marketplace is far from
strong.
To leverage robotics as a revenue generator on the global stage and to position
Singapore as a core developer of robotics technology, much more will need to be
done…and done quickly.
The good news is that there’s a worldwide robotics revolution going on, especially in
Asia.
Shipments of Industrial Robots Through 2018
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With global sales of industrial robots hitting $10.7 billion in 2014, reports the
International Federation of Robotics (IFR); and with the Boston Consulting Group
projecting sales to skyrocket to $67 billion by 2025—Asia being by far the largest
buyer—Singapore has an unprecedented opportunity to supply robotics technology
into this nine-year window, if it has the machines, parts and expertise to export into
Asia.
To do so would mean new manufacturing jobs designing and building robots, a huge new
revenue source for the country, as well as the global prestige that comes with being a
provider of essential industrial technology.
Can and will Singapore get in on this multi-billion dollar boom?
Maybe.
All the elements for success are resident in abundance, but there seems to be a lack of
decision making as to which robotics technology to prioritize and how to accelerate
those prioritized technologies into products and then into marketplace successes.
Part of that potential success already exists in the startup community where some very
signiﬁcant robotics engineering is taking place. That nascent force needs to be
recognized and thoroughly nurtured as well.
The clock is ticking, and Singapore is too small and too vulnerable to afford to make
many mistakes or missteps.
A master plan is needed that is simple, straightforward and results oriented. Singapore
is renowned for putting such plans together and making them work; one such simple
plan is the famous 5-point plan from the 1960s that made Singapore what it is today.
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Making robotics work for Singapore has a lot to do with getting back to the basics that
made it great.
A backstory of vigilance
Slightly larger than Chicago (278 sq. mi.) with over twice the population (5.5 million),
the city state Republic of Singapore has always had to live on the sharp edge of
economic uncertainty.
It has no agriculture to speak of beyond supplying a few vegetables and eggs to the city;
manufacturing accounts for 5 percent of GDP and employs slightly over 400k people. It
imports roughly 90 percent of its food.
Walk 26 miles one way or 14 miles in the opposite direction and that’s it for Singapore’s
land mass; and while walking in any direction one would pass over 18 thousand people
crammed into every square mile.
Even its water supply is precarious. Water comes from what Singapore calls the Four
National Taps: catchment water from rain and storms, desalinated seawater, imports
from Johor, Malaysia, and NEWater, which is treated wastewater.
Such a place can make life expensive, and it is. Gasoline at the pump is over $6 per
gallon; a 100oz box of laundry detergent is $8; a pair of Nike running shoes is $93; and
beer at a local bar is $8. Expenses like that look mighty steep where the average factory
worker makes $4900 per month or $1200 per week, which for most any other place in
the world would be nice pay to take home to the family.
On the ﬂip side, Forbes commends the city-state’s economic status: “unemployment is
very low (2 percent). It has no debt. The economy (GDP $300B) depends heavily on
exports, particularly of consumer electronics, information technology products,
medical and optical devices, and pharmaceuticals.” Its container shipping business is
one of the largest in the world, and its ﬁnancial sector is in the top ﬁve on the planet.
Ngiam Tong Dow, who served in the Singapore Administrative Service for more than 40
years and was former chair of the Economic Development Board, remembers well the
grim old days of 1960:
“At the time Singapore’s economy was stagnant and its infrastructure crumbling. It was
a city of 3 million people, with over 14 percent unemployed and many living in
overcrowded and dangerous housing. Under these circumstances, it was imperative to
create jobs fast and then build homes for the people.”
Singapore climbed out of those dark times in large measure to an ingeniously crafted
5-point recovery plan formulated by Dutch businessman and UN advisor to Singapore,
Albert Winsemius, and superbly and consistently implemented by the ﬁrst Prime
Minister of Singapore, Lee Kwan Yew, and his young government.
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Winsemius recalled later that world opinion was: “Singapore is going down the drain; it
is a poor little market in a dark corner of Asia.”
His 5-point plan, which he personally tabbed as “Expectations and Reality” revolved
around core basics: factory jobs; housing; key anchor investments from Philips, Esso
and Shell; build a ﬁnancial hub; and build a container trafﬁc hub.
Four decades later, voila, modern Singapore.
Almost six decades later, it now has problems, the end result of which no one wants to
see become a repeat of Mr. Dow’s 1960.
Singapore went from a Third World country to a First World country in forty years, but
today, with nearly two decades of comfortable living behind it, the economy is in sharp
decline.
The island needs to help itself…fast!
According to Channel NewsAsia: “For the full year [2015], manufacturing fell by 5.2
percent, the ﬁrst annual decline since 2009, when industrial output fell by 4.2 percent.
It is also the steepest decline since 2001.”
Ng Weiwen, economist for ANZ Research, said “The steep and continued contraction in
the manufacturing sector underscores our view of the ongoing trade recession.”
From the government’s side, it’s paying close attention to the uncertain economic
situation, with ofﬁcial estimates predicting growth in 2016 to range from 1 to 3 percent.
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong said that the government does not expect a downturn
as severe as the 2008 global ﬁnancial crisis.
But a downturn nonetheless. Words like downturn, recession, and decline are not
healthy for a teeny country that has basically lived by its wits and hard work since its
early days in the 1960s.
Minister for Trade and Industry S. Iswaran reasons that Singapore must “shift from
simply adding value to creating value” in order to build a future of economic potential.
Iswaran also serves as the chair of the CFEs subcommittee for Future Growth
Industries and Markets, a perfect vantage point from which to scout the horizon for
technology that could generate potentially new revenue streams.
Enter robotics
Robotics presents a perfect scenario for “value creation”.
Such a robotics-centric scenario does not, however, include the integration of robots
from manufacturers from Japan, Germany or Denmark into large-scale or SME
manufacturing and logistics. As helpful as such deployments can be, they are being
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implemented in Singapore to increase automation to improve productivity and, as such,
are really adding value and not creating it.
Value creation in robotics would entail the island nation developing and building its own
robots as end products that could then be exported worldwide, especially to East Asia
and other members of the ASEAN Economic Community.
Competing with established manufacturers like ABB, KUKA, Fanuc, Yaskawa, etc.—the
big boys of robotics—would seem to be too far a reach; even a relative newcomer like
Universal Robots and its revolutionary collaborative robot is, at this stage, way out of
Singapore’s league.
Singapore needs to survey the automation landscape for niche robotics industries that
it can enter and have a reasonable to a very good chance of winning, even better if those
niches presented themselves as very much needed in Asia.
Three such robotics niches are very much evident in Asia and are glaringly under
represented or not represented at all:
1. Autonomous mobile robots for manufacturing and logistics for which Singapore
already has a nascent indigenous industry that is building remarkable machines.
Particularly warehouse robots, which are virtually nowhere in evidence in Asia, except
for the newcomer from India, Grey Orange(just opened an ofﬁce in Singapore).
Market forecast: WinterGreen Research projects the logistics robot market to grow to
$31 billion by 2020.
2. 3D printing for both mass production and Cloud manufacturing as well as the 3D
printing of specialty parts for both healthcare and aviation. The ease of entry into 3D
printing is remarkably low, especially so now that most of the key patents have expired.
Everything from mass produced electronics components to prosthetic limbs are
possible with 3D production tools.
Market forecast: 3D printing market ranges from: $7 billion by 2020, on 18 percent
CAGR (Paul Coster of JP Morgan), to bull market scenarios as high as $21.3 billion by
2020, on 34 percent CAGR (Ben Uglow of Morgan Stanley).
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3. Robot part manufacturing 90 percent of which is currently controlled by Japan.
Parts such as actuators, vision and other sensor systems, batteries and power systems,
and advanced materials for robots present as superior opportunities. Singapore, with a
world-class parts manufacturing industry already in place for consumer electronics,
information technology products, medical and optical devices, and pharmaceuticals, is
ideally suited to compete for the robot parts business. And, for that matter, creating
systems and parts for the burgeoning technology surrounding driverless cars, trucks
and busses.
Market forecast: The market for robot parts, robot software, and related safety
materials now approaches $22 billion. Forecast at a ﬁve-year compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 5.9% between to 2018, when it’s expected to surpass $29 billion.
Asia as a segment is expected to increase and reach $10.6 billion in 2018, a CAGR of
6.3%.
Addenda with potential
The above three niche areas are exactly what the Ministry of Trade and Industry
reiterated in its addenda to President Tony Tan Keng Yam’s opening address at
Parliament: “Singapore can develop growth clusters in niche segments, particularly
leveraging on the Republic’s technological and geographical strengths.” From those
addenda:
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Number one:“Advanced Manufacturing: Existing capabilities will be enhanced to
expand into new types of high-value manufacturing. Investments in technology like 3D
printing and robotics will help grow competitive niche segments.”
Number three: “Logistics and Aerospace: Deepening specialized logistics capabilities
will help keep Singapore well-connected.”
Seeking a bridge between
Robotics technologies are well known, highly advanced and well worked in Singapore’s
universities, but how much of it is ready for the process of technology transfer to
commercialization in the near term? Sadly, not much.
Patent ﬁlings are always a good indicator of who is generating key technologies for the
world’s marketplaces. According to the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) of the top 20 countries driving patent ﬁlings in 3D printing, nanotechnology
and robotics: Singapore is 18th in patents for 3D printing; 11th in patents for
nanotechnology; and absent from the list in robotics.
Clearly, if Messrs. Winsemius and Yew were today putting together a 5-point recovery
plan for Singapore’s future in technology, those WIPO rankings would be unacceptable,
especially for a tiny country living by its wits and work ethic.
As Singapore’s long-time Deputy Prime Minister Goh Keng Swee used to say: “Unless
you have economic growth, you die.”
Looking hard into the robotics programs in Singapore’s university research systems
gives little evidence of Swee’s “economic growth” bursting out anytime soon.
Yes, there is superb robotics technology afoot everywhere on the island, but very little
is ready to produce revenue and create jobs.
A close look at these formidable institutions does not turn up much:
1. Singapore Polytech
ADVANCED ROBOTICS & INTELLIGENT CONTROL (ARICC)
2. School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
CENTRE FOR ROBOTICS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
2. National University of Singapore
Advanced Robotics Centre
3. Nanyang Technological Institute
Robotics Research Centre
4. Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology
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5. Nanyang Polytechnic
Robotics & Automation Centre
6. Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology
7. Singapore Institute for Neurotechnology
Centre for Life Sciences, National University of Singapore
Robotics & Rehabilitation
What seems to be needed here is a plan to prioritize research and to create a blueprint
to quickly execute that work in order to produce viable robotics products and new
companies that Singapore can nurture into a strong and resilient robotics industry.
There is a huge upside for robotics to thrive in Singapore as a bustling industry with
global impact, but it may take some hard decisions and some getting back to basics to
successfully pull it off.
A plan, not unlike that of the Winsemius/Yew 5-point recovery plan, would seem to be
in order; a plan that could act like a bridge between the development and deployment of
a ﬂedgling robotics business maturing into full-ﬂedged successes.
A microcosm of potential…and the future
Solutions to Singapore’s need for robotics technology are nearby.
Not far from the Jurong River on Penjuru Close in Singapore’s Jurong Industrial Park
sits an unremarkable three-story factory building within which some very remarkable
engineering is taking place.
Founded in 2006, and now proﬁtable to the tune of $8 to $10 million annually, this
“playground for tinkerers and geeks” numbering about ﬁfty staff are building out
chunks of the country’s robot future.
Meet Hope Technik, a “playground” that encompasses 50,000 square feet that is broken
out into engineering cells for what seems like dozens of company projects. Tech in Asia
dubs the place “one of the most underrated tech companies in Singapore.”
“We created the company because we like to design and engineer things,” Michael
Leong, co-founder (together with Peter Ho) and general manager of Hope Technik, told
Tech in Asia. “We started offering services to help clients design and engineer products
and solve problems. We wanted to be the best engineers in town.”
One such project should perk up the ears of Minister for Trade and Industry Iswaran
and his call for “value creation”. Hope Technik has built an autonomous mobile robot for
manufacturing and logistics called the SESTO AGV and plans for another called the APT
UGV (2016).
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The SESTO AGV is market ready, and merely needs a boatload of salesmen to pitch it
from one end of Asia to the other. Ramping up to build the SESTO AGV in quantity may
be a challenge, but that means jobs and exports, which should be a no brainer.
Remember there’s a logistics robot market out there forecast to grow to $31 billion by
2020; it’s waiting with lots of potential sales for companies like Hope Technik —and
hopefully others from Singapore!— to come along.
Hope Technik is the kind of technical leader with promise that would have brought a
broad grin to Albert Winsemius.
Where there is one such company, Singapore surely has others. If not, it should make
more of them, and soon
Let the search begin. There’s an industry waiting to be built.
Hope Technik, Singapore
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$321B in ASEAN Infrastructure Funding to Drive Automation
May well be the jewel in the crown of Asia’s future
Southeast Asia’s automation cycle: Economic growth leads to
increased infrastructure demand, and improved infrastructure
leads to more economic growth

ASEAN remedy
Is Southeast Asia the answer to East Asia’s needy economies? Sure looks that way; and
it may well be the jewel in the crown of Asia’s future.
For Korea and Japan, success in the ASEAN is a necessity.
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See: Korea Adds Robotics to Smart Vietnam Strategy
See: Japan Gets Cozy with Thailand
The World Economic Outlook report by the International Monetary Fund “forecasts
stable growth for the ﬁve major ASEAN nations of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Thailand and Vietnam, with growth of 5.3 percent in 2018 and 5.4 percent in 2019.”
Additionally, January’s move by the ASEAN to abolish nearly all tariffs in the
10-member bloc is spurring private equity; investment that nearly tripled to $23.5
billion in 2017 and looks to skyrocket in 2018 and beyond.
Factoids: Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia has been growing rapidly in the past ﬁve years. “The region’s combined
gross domestic product (GDP) is $2.4 trillion… the seventh-largest economy in the
world and is forecast to jump to fourth by 2050.”
Along the way to 2050, Southeast Asia is predicted to grow further as 60 million new
people enter the ASEAN workforce. In addition, mass urbanization will also take place
with 90 million people predicted to have migrated to urban areas as early as 2030.
As a result of this exponential growth, the Asian Development Bank’s Meeting Asia’s
Infrastructure Needs, forecasts the ASEAN nations needing $3 trillion in infrastructure
investment between 2016 and 2030. That’s a lot of money! About equal to a year’s
worth of the total GDP for the ASEAN.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) reckons that it’ll about 2.5 percent of each
country’s annual GDP to build out what needs to be built out by 2050. Interestingly, if
not for China’s billions of Belt & Road investment in the ASEAN, the needed 2.5 percent
would ring up at 5 percent. Such investment (even if as loans) tends to salve somewhat
the outcry on China’s excursions into the South China Sea.
The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) says “2018 may well turn out
to be the one in which infrastructure construction in Southeast Asia is thrust into high
gear. Countries in the region have over $320 billion in the pipeline for infrastructure
spending on everything from ports to high-speed rail and roads to airports.”
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Morgan Stanley’s ASEAN economist, Deyi Tan: Infrastructure: A Way Out of the
Shadows, sees Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand (the ASEAN3) accelerating
capital spending and expects gross ﬁxed capital formation to increase by $900 billion
over the next ﬁve years to $3.2 trillion.
“We estimate,” says Tan, “that this means cumulative state budget-driven spending will
be $321 billion over 2017-21. This compares with $175 billion in the previous ﬁve
years.” Thailand is expected to ante up “another chunk of spending through
state-owned enterprises [reportedly a $2.83 billion infrastructure fund] while the
Philippines will see more use of public-private partnerships.”
Transportation infrastructure
Critical to any infrastructure buildout is transportation infrastructure (primary targets
for China’s Belt and Road: See chart), write the authors of PWC’s Understanding
Infrastructure Opportunities in ASEAN. “Spending on transport infrastructure is
expected to continue to see an increase.”
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“For example, increased prosperity leads to, among other things, a demand in car
ownership. It has been found that each $1,000 increase in GDP per capita results in 15
more cars per 1,000 residents. Clearly, this leads to congestion and economic
inefﬁciencies if road networks are not upgraded or improved.”
Together with road infrastructure, ASEAN economies will also need to invest in other
forms of transport infrastructure — “heavy rail, high speed rail, and urban rail are
necessary to allow for the effective movement of goods, raw materials, and people;
ports and airports remain other key parts of transport networks.”
The chart below displays the expected increase in spending on road, rail, sea and
airports in key ASEAN countries:
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DHL’s ASEAN blitz
Automation follows infrastructure, which leads to economic growth and increased
demand for more infrastructure, which then continues the cycle of economic growth
and expansion of infrastructure ever onward.
For example, DHL is a perfect recipient of such transportation infrastructure buildouts
as well as a font of economic growth for the ASEAN.
DHL will increase its staff in four countries in Southeast Asia’s fast-growing Mekong
region by about 40 percent to roughly 17,000 by 2020 [including an entry into
Myanmar]… will also invest 2.7 billion baht ($81.2 million) over this period to expand its
warehouse network and truck ﬂeets. The company targets annual revenue growth of
10 percent in the region.
DHL Supply Chain will double its warehousing in Thailand to expand its Thai
warehouses to 10 million sq. feet and double its warehouses in Vietnam and Cambodia
to 4 million sq. feet and 220,000 sq. feet, respectively.
Transportation is quickly followed by retail as with “Thai retail conglomerate Central
Group…spending $500 million on its Vietnamese operations over the next ﬁve years
with plans to triple the number of its stores and shopping malls to as many as 750.”
The economic well-being that ushers up from such infrastructure buildouts prompted
Yasu Ota’s observation in the Nikkei Asian Review: “It now seems that the dynamic
center, where new values are born, is shifting to Asia’s emerging economies.”
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Malaysia’s Robot City Gets Cranking
Seeking its own piece of Industry 4.0, Malaysia looks toward
digitally-driven manufacturing for an edge in productivity…and a
better future
New strategy, same old game
Malaysia’s Johor Bahru (New Johor) is the capital of the state of Johor, and sits cheek to
cheek with Singapore, some 2,000 feet away across the Causeway Shoals in the Johor
Straight.
Because of recent deals with China, and meetings with Korea as well, 2.5 square miles
of west Johor Bahru is slated to become a multi-purpose robot city. The robot city’s
purpose is to further the government’s objective of creating high-income jobs and
accelerate economic growth in the state of Johor, said Kamaruzzaman Abu Kassim,
president and CEO of JCorp, the city’s builder.
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Dubbed Robotic Future City, it represents a deal in the making between the Johor
government subsidiary in Malaysia, Johor Corporation, the Malaysian Investment
Development Authority (MIDA), and China’s leading robot builder Siasun Robot and
Automation that will see Siasun invest $3.5 billion.
The robotics hub, which the Malays refer to as a “ﬁrst ever” such hub for Malaysia, “will
include a planned regional base for Siasun, including robotics equipment and
components, parts production facilities, research and development (R&D) labs, and a
service center.”
The country’s industries are prime targets for a robot makeover. With a robot density of
only 34 robots for 10,000 workers, there are barely 40,000 robots in the entire country
of 32 million people. More telling is the ratio between automobile manufacturing and
other industries: 129 robots per 10,000 workers at car plants; 19 robots per 10,000
workers everywhere else.
The everywhere else is mind-boggling because, for example, Malaysia’s electronics
industry—the country’s largest manufacturing sector—is squarely in that low 19 robots
per 10,000 workers. The electronics industry makes everything from semiconductors
to TVs to computer keyboards, computers, computer peripherals, telecommunications
and electronic ofﬁce equipment, and accounts for over 36 percent of the country’s
exports. It’s also a growing market for robots and cobots, as it is in the rest of the world.
5,000 ﬁrms from more than 40 countries have facilities in Malaysia: Intel, Texas
Instruments, AMD and ST Microelectronics, Silterra, Unisem, Inari and Globetronics,
plus consumer electronics from major Japanese and Korean ﬁrms. Sony’s largest TV
production plant is in Kuala Lumpur.
Pharmaceuticals, also ripe for robot disruption, have a heavy presence as well: Bayer,
GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson & Johnson, Pﬁzer, Roche, to name a few.
Under the Eleventh Malaysia Plan, 2016-2020, the government aims to increase
productivity in manufacturing through a two-pronged strategy of “increasing
automation and enhancing workforce skills development”. Robot City will become
critical to the success of the plan.
Compared with its ASEAN neighbors, Malaysia is doing well with the third highest GDP
per capita among the ten nations (trailing only Singapore and Brunei): $9,813 (2017),
$439 higher than in 2016. By comparison, Thailand’s is roughly $6,800; Vietnam’s is
$1800. (See: MAPS for ASEAN nations)
The country’s GDP for 2017 was $314 billion, which, sadly, is just a few billion more
than the country’s recently revealed debt of a staggering $248 billion.
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Newly elected, 93-year-old Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, commonly referred
to as Dr. M. (formerly PM from 1981 to 2003), in a surprising win (May), unseated the
then current PM and his former protégé, Najib Razak. A dark cloud of corruption
accusations had hung over Razak’s administration for several years.

Malaysia’s newly elected Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad attends a news conference in Menara
Yayasan Selangor, Pataling Jaya, Malaysia May 12, 2018. REUTERS

Following the debt revelation, Mahathir has cancelled or postponed major
infrastructure projects initiated by the former PM. The $22 billion rail link from Kula
Lumpur (Malaysia’s capital) to Singapore was one of the ﬁrst causalities. More are due.
Robot City has been spared.
The people factor
Robot City may pop into being, Malaysia may import thousands of robots—and surely
with electronics and pharmaceuticals—there’s a ready industrial need to improve
productivity via robotics. However, there is a scant workforce capable of operating all
these robot wonders. The breakdown: 75 percent semi-skilled, 7 percent low skilled,
and 18 percent skilled.
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“Malaysia has yet to evolve from mere assembly, testing, design and development that
are common in component parts and system production, suited to support high tech
sectors.”
In short, there’s little of a robotics ecosystem in Malaysia. The Malaysian Robotics and
Automation Society (MyRAS) has published a study that identiﬁes and addresses the
near-term demands of the robotic industry in Malaysia. It’s extensive, pointing out a
shortage of 160,000 robotics professionals in ﬁve skills areas: managers, technicians,
engineers, supervisors, and operators; the need for 200 vendors/service providers; and
shortages of specialized knowledge in seven areas ranging from algorithms to IoT.

Such raw workforce deﬁciencies coupled with such a great opportunity as robotics
presents may encourage Malaysia to take an unconventional path to building an
ecosystem, even a rudimentary one.
Going for cobots over robots, because the former offer an easier learning curve, could
be an option. Something is needed to compress the timeline of opportunity.
See: Cobots: Every Factory’s New Best Friend
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Bringing outsiders into the country is a possibility. However, as Manoj Menon,
managing director of Frost & Sullivan in Johor, told the Oxford Business Group:
“Attracting talent is one of the major challenges for companies operating in Johor: a
weaker ringgit makes local salaries uncompetitive compared to those offered in
neighboring Singapore”.
According to Manoj, bringing internationally recognized private universities into
EduCity (special learning center in the Iskandar special economic region in Johor) to
teach-up the needed skills could be an option if the government made a commitment to
do so.
Whichever the road taken by Malaysia, it needs to be taken in a hurry. Thailand now and
soon Vietnam will be pacesetters in ASEAN Industry 4.0. Malaysia has a chance to join
them.
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Much Needed Technology-Driven Makeover

Thailand’s $45 Billion Leap to Industry 4.0
Newly approved plan favors 10 key industries, with robotics and
logistics carving out a $6 billion share
Focus: technology-driven economy
Somkid Jatusripitak, an economist and Thailand’s Deputy Prime Minister, has been
busy as of late drumming up new business and investments for the country’s brash, new
Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) initiative.
The EEC is a massive 5,000 square miles stretching along the Gulf of Thailand from the
province of Rayong to those of Chonburi, and Chachoengsao. Thailand’s intention is for
the EEC to become a high-tech manufacturing hub (there’s even a smart city in the
plans).
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A similar, national mega-project from the 1980s catapulted Thailand into industrial
leadership in the ASEAN (See: Maps). Thirty-ﬁve years on, however, Thailand, although
still an industrial powerhouse in Asia ($400 billion GDP), has witnessed its GDP
growing unspectacularly; its per capita GDP half what it should be; and its GDP growth
rate sluggish at 3.7 percent. Most point to overdependence on manual labor and
over-reliance on its seemingly inexhaustible trove of rich agricultural resources for its
current plight.
Thailand needs all the help it can get. The prospect of an EEC success has the country’s
leadership hoping that lightning will strike twice. Of course, the aid of some close
friends like Japan and China are very much needed.
Thailand’s current status ﬁnds itself teetering on the edge of the dreaded middleincome trap, where wage inﬂation makes industries less competitive. Jatusripitak,
along with most everyone else, blames the country for failing to upgrade technology
and foster skilled workers.
Fortunately for Jatusripitak, 2018 opened with fresh promise. “Thailand’s GDP soared
to a ﬁve-year high in Q1 of 2018. The Thai economy grew by 4.8 percent…surpassing
predictions.” The surge has prompted a reassessment of its growth predictions for the
year, forecasting 4.2- 4.7 percent. Also encouraging, the country’s ﬁrst quarter exports
rose by 11.3 percent, their highest level in seven years.
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Good news enough for Jatusripitak to use during major talks with Japanese investors in
Tokyo and his recently concluded Bangkok sales pitch to a task force of over 500
Chinese industrialists.
Call it: Thailand 4.0
To prime the investment pump, the Thai government has just authorized $45 billion in
what the Nikkei Asian Review tabs a do-or-die leap to a technology-driven economy.
Over $6 billion is slated for robotics and logistics upgrades.
A government slide presentation promoting the EEC lists a string of projects to be
pursued: $1 billion for highways; $2.8 billion to expand ports; $6 billion to upgrade the
U-Tapao International Airport; $6.7 billion to build railways, including one for
high-speed trains; $12 billion for new cities and hospitals and $15 billion for industry.
In addition, the country has bent over backwards with tax breaks and incentives that ﬁt
neatly into automation and robotics, like “corporate tax exemptions up to 13 years for
businesses using advanced technology and innovation, or conducting R&D activities;
and import duty exemption for machines and raw materials.”
The EEC’s ten targeted industries: Next-gen automotive, intelligent electronics,
tourism for high-income tourists and medical tourism, agriculture and biotechnology,
food processing, robotics, logistics, and aviation, including biofuels and biochemicals.
According to Industry Minister Uttama Savanayana, the EEC project will be particularly
kind towards robotics, even going so far as to encourage Thai businesses to adopt
robots and robotics technologies into their manufacturing and production processes.
Another reason for increased robot automation is people, or lack thereof. “The National
Economic and Social Development Board projects that Thailand’s workforce, those
aged 15-59 years old, is expected to fall by about 6 million to 37 million.”
See also:
Thai Robotics & The Godfather’s Backstory
Thai robotics comes of age and the man who made it happen
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Government-sponsored video offers up a good look at all the moving parts to the
massive EEC project.
Savanayana rightly sees a strong relationship between increased productivity and the
deployment of industrial robots. “As part of the plan, the government will support the
creation of a corps of systems integrators – experts who solve production and
operational challenges using the highest and most appropriate technologies available.
Thailand has about 200 such experts, but the government wants to see 1,400 in ﬁve
years.
About 30 percent of manufacturers in Thailand are already using robots, but the
government wants that to rise to 50 percent in ﬁve years.
Jatusripitak’s Tokyo meeting went well, with a survey among attendees showing a
favorable leaning toward increased investment: 53.6 percent of the respondents said
they see the corridor as strategically important to their businesses. Close to 80 percent
said they consider the corridor’s inducements to be effective.” Japan, with over 5,000
businesses operating in Thailand and a 130-year history of Thai/Japan business
dealings, has long viewed Thailand as a key component in its Mekong Five economic
plans (Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar and Laos).
However, one important dissenter was Hiroyuki Ishige, chairman of the Japan External
Trade Organization (JETRO), who had “some misgivings, like the country’s aging
population and a relatively unskilled workforce.” He said he is not “necessarily
optimistic” about Japan continuing to be Thailand’s top source for foreign direct
investment.
Investors at the ready
Others are not so leery of Thailand’s future. “Airbus signed an agreement with Thai
Airways International to develop an aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul center at
U-Tapao. Boeing is talking with the government about making aircraft parts and setting
up a pilot training center. Japanese tire maker Bridgestone plans to start producing
aircraft tires there by 2019.”
Then, of course, there is China, which is always more than willing to extend its
hegemony, especially into strategically important geography like Southeast Asia.
Even before the August (2018) meeting in Bangkok with 500 Chinese industrialists,
Thailand was important to China’s Belt & Road plans. In the port of Laem Chabang, the
country’s largest deep-water port (Chonburi), three, remote-controlled container
cranes from Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industry are undergoing ﬁnal inspections. Jack
Ma’s Alibaba Group Holding has expressed interest in setting up a logistics center in the
EEC. Huawei is investing $15 million to set up one of its OpenLabs in Bangkok to
support digital transformation.” And then there’s the all-important $6.8 billion Belt &
Road Thai-Chinese railway line that will link Thailand and China through Laos.
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What’s next?
The Bangkok meeting with the Chinese was billed as Thailand – China Business Forum
2018: Strategic Partnership through the Belt and Road Initiative and the EEC, which
hints at the notion that it’s just the beginning of Chinese inﬂuence descending on
Thailand. A dozen or so MOUs and lots of investment probing (nothing ﬁrm) issued from
the Bangkok meeting.
The next three years are important for Thailand. They will deﬁnitively show whether or
not Thailand is seriously transforming itself into a technology-driven economy, which
also necessitates the education and training of a modern, high-tech workforce. JETRO
claims that its Thai-based Japanese businesses are ﬁnding it difﬁcult in hiring enough
engineers.
With natural resources aplenty, powerful business alliances at the ready, and a
government putting up lots of cash for starters, Thailand’s EEC has a remarkable
opportunity before it to catapult the country once again.
See related: Is Thailand Next to Go Digital? Sure Looks That Way
Investment, infrastructure, new-tech automation, and digital living converge in the
Land of Sanuk
See related: Japan Gets Cozy with Thailand
See related: Kra Canal: Robot & Automation Paradise in the Making
See Also:
Observations from Southeast Asia
For robot tech producers, unprecedented opportunities await in Thailand as well as
Malaysiav
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Investing in the Pain Points

Myanmar Awakening: New Automation Frontier
Forecast to nearly triple GDP by 2030: $69B to $200B
“It is one of the tragedies of the half-educated that they develop
late, when they are already committed to some wrong way of
life.”
George Orwell, Burmese Days
Needy for everything, ready for anything
If there’s a Wild West in the ASEAN, it’s got to be Myanmar: rough-hewn, backward and
downright dangerous, but beautiful, bountiful and brimming with promise.
Cut off from the world for ﬁfty years, Myanmar’s “opening up” cranked back into play
once again in 2011 with the surprising economic and political reforms of Thein Sein’s
new government.
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These days there’s a rush to get in on the country’s potential. With long borders on
three sides with India, China, and Thailand, and a coastline with hundreds of miles of
inland waterways that could make for an ideal transportation hub, Myanmar is central
to a half billion nearby consumers who could easily become customers.
See related: Lucky Moon Over Myanmar
Don’t start counting industrial robots in Myanmar; there aren’t many. However,
something well worth counting are the opportunities; places where a robot or two,
maybe even a few cobots, could really do a lot for productivity and the bottom line.
PwC says of the recent arrivals: “Many foreign businesses are seeking a foothold in the
country, in hopes that they may proﬁt in the same way that some companies did with
the economic rise of other emerging Asian nations. Huge projects are under way in
infrastructure and power, led by investment from Japan, China, and Singapore.” $30
billion in foreign investments came in from the U.S. alone.
Fastest-growing economies
Nearly eight years on from Thein Sein’s reforms, Myanmar is starting to percolate, as
this 2017 chart shows on GDP projections from World Economic Forum:
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And although economic growth has slowed quite a bit from an eye-popping 8 percent in
2016, it’s still one of the fastest growing economies. The Asian Development Bank
estimates Myanmar’s economy will recover to 8 percent in FY2018-19.
Euromonitor adds that the country’s consumer class will double by 2020. McKinsey
forecasts its GDP to nearly triple by 2030. Good news; it seems things are on an
upswing.
Coca-Cola is there, but like everyone else, runs the gauntlet of frequent power outages
and delivery routes where only twenty percent of the roads are paved. And if the glacial
progress of construction on three massive Special Economic Zones, Thilawa,
Kyaukphyu, and Dawei, gets into gear, Myanmar could leap ahead with exports and jobs
for thousands.
Although the massive infrastructure need (especially roads, bridges and power) is a
whopping $300 billion, the rewards for investments are there aplenty. “Once the
world’s leading rice exporter, Myanmar ranks 25th in the world for arable land, and the
country’s per capita water endowment is 10 times that of China and India.
“Myanmar boasts 90 percent of the world’s jade, as well as rubies, sapphires, gold, tin,
zinc, magnesium, copper, nickel, and old-growth teak forests that provide a source of
timber. Gas production, aided by the construction of new pipelines crisscrossing the
country, is expected to double by 2019.”
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Jade merchants inspect a piece of jade being sold by a private company at the Mid-Year Emporium in
Yangon.

60 million sleepwalkers
The country’s 60 million citizens, 54 percent in agriculture (total of 22 million in the
work force), are just awakening from dormancy. With 48,000 square miles of arable
land (China has 517,000 square miles of arable land), Myanmar’s soil is rich but its farms
are the least productive in the ASEAN. However, even a slight bit of automation on the
journey from ﬁeld to fork would be a dramatic improvement.
Although Myanmar is an agricultural-based economy, it is experiencing a
manufacturing upside due to low wages (lowest per capita GDP in the ASEAN; see
chart), duty-free exports to the EU and the United States, and strategic its location
between China, India, and Thailand.
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Manufacturing employs 2.3 million; textiles, clothing and footwear (TCF) employs
800,000. TCF monthly wages are lowest in the ASEAN $99; Vietnam $182; China $491.
“Myanmar is the third smallest TCF exporter, totaling $732 million, only about 2
percent of the ASEAN TCF export leader, Vietnam. Myanmar’s TCF exports,
nevertheless, almost doubled in the last ﬁve years and accounted for 75 percent of total
manufacturing exports in the country in 2015.
Meanwhile, around four to ﬁve factories are opening monthly in the garment sector.
Last year, 65 new garment factories entered the market.
“Myanmar’s main export destination market is the European Union (EU) and Japan
representing 45 percent and 28 percent of TCF export value in 2015, respectively.”
According to an Oxford Business Group report, Myanmar’s low labor beneﬁts are
considerable: “Verisk Maplecroft, a UK-based risk analysis consultancy, reporting in
February 2015 that Myanmar’s labor costs are the second-lowest out of 172 countries
surveyed, with only Djibouti ranking lower.”
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Andrew Tan, a transplanted Singaporean (2012), and now principal at Invest Myanmar,
sees Myanmar’s hobbling inefﬁciencies as prime opportunities for entrepreneurial
modernization of almost any sort. “Find the pain points for consumers or business
users,” he stresses, “in a country with 70 percent inefﬁciency everywhere, and the
business opportunities are second to none.”
The Pun Effect
Serge Pun, the 65-year-old, Myanmar-born tycoon (Chinese descent, speaks Mandarin)
is also bullish on the country’s future. As such, he’s brokering a $1.5 billion deal with
state-owned China Communications Construction Company (CCCC), the state-owned
builder that would involve “the construction of bridges, roads and other infrastructure
west of the Yangon River for a new industrial zone aimed at attracting Chinese and
other companies looking to relocate because of rising costs and the trade war with the
US.”
Pun’s company, First Myanmar Investments, will remain neutral in the transaction, and
Pun himself is offering his services on a pro bono basis.
As he told the Financial Times: “With or without the trade war, the movement has
started: the search for places where you can have an abundance of labor, and at
affordable prices.”
Myanmar’s answer to Shenzhen is how he describes it.
Despite a 2018 investment shortfall from the U.S. and Europe, investors in both are
waiting to see a resolution to the Rohingya Muslim tragedy, according to Bloomberg
Business, “strong capital inﬂows from Japan, China, South Korea and Singapore helped
make Myanmar one of the strongest performing economies in Southeast Asia…the
World Bank has forecast 7.2 percent growth over the medium term.”
A new Shenzhen on the Yangon River may well be a stretch, however, East Asia’s
continuing quest for new markets, new consumers, and new resources—especially ones
so close at hand—will undoubtedly draw more capital inﬂows and Foreign Direct
Investment. That Myanmar is a prized route for China’s Belt and Road Initiative offers
even more incentive and reassurance that the awakening country is relatively a safe
bet.
Even more uplifting for investing in Myanmar would be if the recent buzz from Thailand
about really, really digging the long-discussed Kra Canal happens in the near future.
See related: The Kra Canal Project
The Kra Canal would bring most of East Asia’s cargo trafﬁc through the Gulf of Thailand
and into the Indian Ocean, a parade of ships passing right in front of Myanmar’s front
door.
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ASEAN Proﬁles: Thailand

Japan Gets Cozy with Thailand
Can Thailand become kingmaker of robot-driven automation
along the Mekong River and beyond?
Japan’s “Mekong Five”
China calls it the “Diamond Decade” program while Japan deems its efforts as the
“Mekong Five” initiative, both of which are aimed squarely at the ASEAN’s ﬁve nations
nestled along the Mekong River (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Myanmar).
An energetic trade relationship with these ﬁve countries could spring Japan out of the
ﬁnancial doldrums it’s wallowed in for the past two decades (See: Emperor of All Robots
Put to the Test); for China it’s an even more important slice of contiguous geography
where enormous riches in people (half billion plus) and products await.
Smack in the middle of it all is Thailand, which is smack in the middle of importance for
both China’s “Diamond Decade” and Japan’s “Mekong Five”. Thailand could well serve
both and be much the better from the twin efforts.
By extension, a burgeoning Thailand could well advance prosperity for its other
Mekong mates, the lone dissenter being Vietnam, which seems to be powering up on its
own spiked by multi-billion dollar trade deals with Korea.
Already the largest robot purchasing country in the ASEAN by far, Thailand is on the
verge of enhancing robot-driven automation further into industry and logistics, but
also, with its world-renowned reputation in healthcare and surgical medicine, it could
well become a hub for medical/surgical robotics throughout the region and beyond.
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Hirunya Suchinai, secretary-general the Board of Investment of Thailand (BOI) agrees,
saying that the BOI is focused on attracting Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to Thailand
to cultivate industries offering value-added products and services in ﬁve new
industries: industrial robots, aviation, biochemicals and energy biochemicals, digital
and medical.
All of which worldwide are tilting toward manufacturing automation. The BOI’s new
emphasis on these ﬁve new industries heralds an even steeper ongoing increase in the
import of robots and automated machinery.
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About the size of France with 68 million people, Thailand is the Mekong GDP champ
with $395 billion; its closest rival is Vietnam with $171 billion. It leads by far as well in
per capita GDP with $5,700 in the ﬁve-country region of 232 million. And the World
Bank forecasts its 2016 growth at 2.5 percent.
Calm is key
Now that the uncertainty and craziness of the 2014 coup has subsided, which had
chilled both China and Japan’s ardor for two years, doing serious business with its two
largest trading partners is back in vogue.
If Thailand can somehow extend this sliver of social tranquility and political calm out for
ﬁve years to a decade, it has the industrial and technical chops plus the requisite natural
resources to elevate itself to preeminence among all the ten nations in the ASEAN
Community.
Japan has been eyeing Thailand since 2012, ever since Prime Minister Shinzo Abe came
to ofﬁce and ﬁrst promulgated his “Mekong Five” initiative. Japan has lately returned to
that initiative with renewed vigor.
“Japan has pledged $6.1 billion in aid to the “Mekong ﬁve” nations over the next three
years as Tokyo seeks fresh inﬂuence in a region it regards as crucial to domestic
economic growth and regional strategic balance.”
Although last year’s investments by Japan in Thailand dipped by 81 percent, mainly
because of uncertainty resulting from the coup the previous May by then General
Prayuth Chan-ocha (now Prime Minister), Japan is now back.
Japan’s Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida, during a visit to Thailand this May: “Thailand is
a stakeholder that Japan cannot be without as many big and medium-sized Japanese
ﬁrms from over 4,500 companies are based here.”
Even with the 81 percent investment shortfall, “Japan still came up tops in Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) in Thailand last year, with total investments approved valued at
more than $4.13 billion.
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Good follows calm
Typical of the regional importance and clout of Thailand in the Mekong region, Japan’s
SONY converted a plant ﬂooded in 2011 (in Pathum Thani) into the company’s ﬁrst
handset factory outside of Japan since 1995 (way before cellphones got smart).
Masashi Imamura, SONY’s executive vice president and corporate executive ofﬁcer,
calls the new venture the “Thailand plus one” smartphone production plan.
The electronics maker strives for a Thailand-centered supply chain, he said. “Core
device production and assembly are in Thailand, whereas cost-oriented parts are
produced in neighboring countries,” he explained. As far as smartphone production is
concerned, he said Thailand is behind Vietnam because Korean electronics makers have
invested heavily in Vietnam.”
Thai Deputy Prime Minister Somkid Jatusripitak, adds: “Thailand wants to bean
economic hub to develop along with CLMV [Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam],
which would translate to ASEAN’s development as well.” To that end, he said, the Thai
government will be launching a $2.83 billion infrastructure fund.
Tokyo has already agreed to revive another massive project with Thailand to help ﬁnish
the $50 billion much-delayed Myanmar Dawei special economic zone, a project that
would offer users a deep-sea port, industrial area (in Myanmar on the Andaman Sea),
and a highway route between Dawei and Bangkok; an undertaking that would facilitate
trade to the Indian Ocean and the markets of South Asia, the Middle East, Africa and
beyond.
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To Kra or not to Kra: Thailand’s killer project
Alternating interest and pledges from both Japan and China have centered on ﬁnancing
the building of a canal through Thailand’s Kra Isthmus (see map) that would join the Gulf
of Thailand and the Indian Ocean.

Such a project, if and when completed, would open up new shipping routes offering an
alternative to Singapore and the Strait of Malacca. For East Asian countries, a Kra canal
could shorten the route to the Indian Ocean by over 700 miles or two to ﬁve days ocean
travel, cutting the cost of a 100,000-ton cargo ship voyage by about $300,000.
A Kra canal would also open trade routes for Myanmar to all of Mekong Five as well as
East Asia; Vietnam would get the same opportunity in reverse, straight through to India.
Food for thought: On average 217 vessels per day transited the Strait of Malacca
waterway in 2014.
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China’s Xi Jinping is rumored to be very interested in such a project to complement his
One Belt, One Road initiative.
Japan’s Global Infrastructure Fund (GIF) conducted a feasibility study, which estimated
a cost of $20 billion for a 50 kilometer canal across the Kra Isthmus.
For sure, the Kra project is a gold mine for whichever of the two East Asian giants is
coziest with Thailand. Such a bargaining chip for Thailand could well set in motion other
favorable Thai trade projects throughout the Mekong Five sphere of inﬂuence.
Thailand’s turn-key industrial estates
Thailand has been busy getting ready for any impending success for years now. Speciﬁc
to that end are the infrastructure projects catering to its economic zones of
business-ready industrial estates—strategically placed around the country for best
effect—some with new, pre-built logistics centers and factories, totally empty and
waiting for occupants.
All are breeding grounds for industrial automation and automated logistics. Perfect
setups for FDI’s quickly seeking space like Foreign Minister Kishida’s 4500 Japanese
companies
Hemaraj Land Development is maybe the biggest and best Thai conglomerate building
out the necessary infrastructure for these ready-made, turn-key industrial estates.
Hemaraj has built and operates eight geographically dispersed estates.
Water, sewer, electric power, gas, roads, easy access to highways and then to
deep-water ports are all planned for and built into these industrial estates. All are
turn-key operation facilities, for the most part.
The Hemaraj industrial estate in seaside Rayong has the logos of Ford, Caterpillar,
Electrolux and a dozen others poking into the tropical sky above brand-new facilities.
Brad Johnson, general manager at the Caterpillar plant was brought in from
Caterpillar’s Chinese operations to run the Rayong facility.
He’s looking forward to a future of building Caterpillar tractors to ship from Rayong’s Ta
Phut deep-sea port for building and infrastructure projects for the Mekong Five,
especially Myanmar.
For Thailand, when the dozers are done, it’s time for automation to show up.
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Going Digital in Asia

Is Thailand Next to Go Digital? Sure Looks That Way
Investment, infrastructure, new-tech automation, and digital living converge in the Land of Sanuk
Automation dominoes
Look at any map of Southeast Asia and the obvious, strategic importance of Thailand
stares back up at you, sitting very comfortably as it does nestled up against the borders
of Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar.
“Southeast Asia is in a unique position: It offers favorable demographics, fast growth,
low costs and relatively good governance. Next, all global value chains run through Asia,
which makes… Southeast Asia in particular attractive to multinationals.” —Pushan Dutt,
INSEAD
Follow the money
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI): “Southeast Asia was the world’s “main FDI growth
engine” last year, according to United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), with inﬂows up 11% to a record $145 billion. Not only did FDI in the region
top that of Europe, it was slightly more than what China received and almost three
times as much as South Asia.
“Thailand — long a draw for manufacturing investors — pulled in $11 billion last year,
nearly four times as much as the previous year.”—Nikkei Asian Review
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Location matters
About the size of Spain and boasting a population of 69 million, Thailand is a modern,
highly industrialized dynamo with an excellent infrastructure for transportation, power,
and water. Other than water from the four great rivers that wash through Cambodia,
Laos, and Myanmar, each is light years away from being an industrial dynamo or having
anything remotely resembling a satisfactory transportation system.
All four, however, have and will continue to have a remarkable growing need for
automation, especially an appetite for robots.
A sense of Thailand’s future robot growth can be seen in its most automated,
robot-intensive industry: vehicle production. Thailand’s vehicle production of 1.92
million units (better than either UK or France; best in the ASEAN), utilizes fewer robots
at Thai factories than the same plants use in their home countries. For example,
“Mitsubishi’s plants in Japan, robots do about 90 percent of the welding. In Thailand, 40
percent.” The reason given by automakers is that wages in Thailand are one-ﬁfth of
those in the home country, so they employ more human workers on the auto lines.
However, vehicle sales in the burgeoning ASEAN middle class are “expected to climb 53
percent” by 2020 and humans, regardless of the number of low-wage workers
employed, will not be able to keep up with the production demands of speed and quality.
Robot deployments will rise, like ﬁlling the difference between welding at 90 percent as
opposed to 40 percent.
With Thailand importing 4,000 robots in 2017 (world’s 8th overall leader) and with 64
percent of those robots going to the automotive, electrical, and electronics industries,
two things are immediately made clear: 1. Automotive is going to add many more robots
to replace humans on production lines; and 2. The balance of 1400-plus robots
deployed for industries other than automotive, electrical, and electronics are way not
enough for a country with a GDP of $455-plus billion (2017). Sales for 2020 are
projected to reach 5,000.
According to the Thailand Institute of Field Robotics (FIBO), some $8.3 billion is spent
annually on importing automation and robotics gear. The three highest in demand are:
conveyer systems; computer numerical controls (CNCs), robots, automated storage
and retrieval systems (ASRS); and high precision machines.
Next moves
To its credit, Thailand is moving on multiple fronts to push automation ahead.
Nikkei Asian Review reports Thailand is putting $44 billion into an Eastern Economic
Corridor or EEC (roughly from Rayong to Chonburi) spearheaded by Prime Minister
Prayut Chan-o-cha with the “hopes to attract information technology, robotics,
biomedicine and other high-tech industries to the corridor by doling out business and
tax incentives.”
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Targets are what’s being called the New S-Curve Industries (Digital Industry, Robotics
Industry, Aviation and Logistics Industry, Comprehensive Healthcare Industry, and
Biofuel and Biochemical Industries)
For “Robotics Industry,” singled out are: “automation machinery and/or automation
equipment with engineering design, assembling of robots or automation equipment
and/or automation parts.”
The government is aiming for an initial investment of $362 million in 2019, expanding to
$6 billion over the next ﬁve years.
OK, so far so good. A stage is being set for the importation and assembly of many more
robots and automation tech.

Research Emphasis (February to March):
Thailand, Vietnam, and Malaysia
Committing to "City Size" Its Digital Effort
In early June 2017, Deputy Prime Minister Somkid Jatusripitak and three other Thai
ministers nipped off to Tokyo to drum up Japanese support (there are over 5,000
Japanese companies in Thailand). In fact, Japan is Thailand’s largest source of foreign
direct investment (FDI). Deputy Prime Minister Jatusripitak and his three colleagues
went looking for more. Organized by the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO),
1,000 attendees attended and listened to Jatusripitak say that “Thailand is determined
to develop the next generation industry.”
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The message worked, the Thai delegation left with a MOU to assist with the EEC.
“According to a survey in which JETRO Bangkok queried 48 major Japanese companies
with investments in Thailand, 53.6% of the respondents said they see the corridor as
strategically important to their businesses. Close to 80% said they consider the
corridor’s inducements to be effective.”
Nice, support from powerful allies who are already vested in the Thai economy.
The Eastern Economic Corridor and Thailand’s launch into Thailand 4.0 are off to an
impressive start, if momentum can be maintained.
And if you are Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, with a powerful neighbor going digital like
Thailand 4.0, well, that’s a good thing. If you are Vietnam, with an already burgeoning
economy, having Thailand as a nearby resource could make all the difference. Digital
sprawl has a habit, sooner rather than later, of spreading into new markets in search of
lots of new consumers.
Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar are a combined 76 million people…16 million more than
the population of Thailand. Doubling its consumer base should be epic incentive for
Thailand! But, can and will Thailand deliver?
See related:
Thailand’s $45 Billion Leap to Industry 4.0
Newly approved plan favors 10 key industries, with robotics and logistics carving out a
$6 billion share
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$321B in ASEAN Infrastructure Funding to Drive Automation
May well be the jewel in the crown of Asia’s future.
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Poised to "leapfrog to the forefront"

Staying Hot: Logistics Market in Southeast Asia
It’s like China all over again! From $36B to $55B near term, Southeast
Asia’s 600 million consumers acquiring a taste for e-commerce
Southeast Asian logistics market: $55 billion by 2025
In 2018, Internet penetration in Southeast Asia reached 58 percent. And with 3.5
million Internet users coming online each month, consumer behavior in Southeast Asia
is changing fast.
Given this ﬂood of new online buyers, what’s the outlook for logistics in getting goods to
the doorsteps of these millions of new and relatively new online buyers? Logistics in
Southeast Asia is a work in progress, but oh, the opportunity is there for success, and
quick success at that.
See also: Southeast Asian Update 2018 & Outlook 2019
According to Insight Partners, Southeast Asia’s logistics market “accounted for $36.4
billion in 2017 and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.5 percent over the forecast
period through 2025, to account for $ 55.7 billion in 2025.”
That’s a $19 billion upgrade, which is over $2 billion per year over the eight-year span.
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AT Kearney reports that Southeast Asia, especially the 10-nation ASEAN, is poised to
“leapfrog to the forefront of the fast-moving global digital economy.” Why the
conﬁdence? Probably because the fundamentals are already in place:
Robust economy generating GDP of $2.5-plus trillion and growing at 6 percent per year
Literate population of more than 600 million people, with 40 percent under 30 years of
age
Smartphone penetration of around 35 percent, and growing rapidly
Well-developed information and communications technology (ICT) cluster with a track
record of innovation and investment in new technology
Nielsen has predicted that the region’s “middle-class population will reach 400 million
by 2020, over twice the size it was in 2012. According to data from the International
Monetary Fund, the combined GDP of all ASEAN countries (10 member states) in 2017
amounted to around $2.8 trillion. By the end of 2019, that number is projected to rise to
$3.1 trillion.”
“Southeast Asian youths are sophisticated, tapped into social media and are using
technology to leapfrog barriers,” says Regina Lim, JLL’s Head of Capital Markets
Research, Southeast Asia.
“Consumers have bypassed computers and are using their mobile phones to shop.
About 20 to 30 percent of those online in Southeast Asia have bought something via the
internet in the last 30 days, a similar rate to the United States or the UK.”
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“Lim believes that the appetite for ecommerce coupled with a lower cost of production
could lead to more manufacturers relocating from China to Southeast Asia.
“China wages are now three to four times higher (than before) while minimum local
content laws in some Southeast Asia countries are further driving manufacturers to
relocate to these countries to serve the growing consumer populations,” she says.
And just to round out the economic outlook headed toward Southeast Asia, a study by
Google and Temasek, reports that “the region’s retail sales are forecast to almost
double to $1.38 trillion in 2025 from the $720 billion it recorded last year…and the
Internet economy is “expected to exceed $240 billion by 2025.”
Logistics today primed for disruption
The region’s logistics sector is still currently dominated by third-party logistics service
providers, “better known as 3PLs, which have traditionally been characterized as asset
heavy and labor intensive.”
Some of the top players: Deutsche Post AG, Nippon Express Co., Ltd., C.H. Robinson
Worldwide, Inc., Kuehne + Nagel International AG, XPO Logistics, Inc., DB Schenker,
DSV A/S, Geodis, Sinotrans Co., Ltd., and UPS Supply Chain Solutions.
The logistics sector is ripe for innovation. “While Singapore is ranked seventh globally in
the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index, the rest of the region trails behind.
Thailand places next at 32nd, followed by Vietnam (39th), Malaysia (41st), Indonesia
(46th) and the Philippines (60).”
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Poor logistics performance is expensive: Typically, in Southeast Asia costs range from
15-20 percent of GDP…21 percent for Vietnam.
The “Lazada Way” as a model?
Southeast Asia is one of the last major unclaimed e-commerce markets in the world,
with no dominant player. So, what kind of form factor is needed in Southeast Asia to
succeed in addressing the logistics needs of its 600 million consumers, multiple
countries, languages and cultures spread out over four time zones?
Alibaba is betting on Lazada to build out an Amazon-type presence in Southeast Asia.
Scooped up for $2 billion by Alibaba between 2016 and 2018, Lazada has been helmed
since December by Lazada veteran and MIT-trained engineer Pierre Poignant.
According to Bloomberg, Lazada’s logistics footprint is larger and headed towards the
gargantuan: Lazada has “31 fulﬁllment warehouses scattered around Southeast Asia
and an outsourced ﬂeet of planes, trucks, motorbikes and bicycles that can get
packages to customers in as little as 24 hours in big cities.”
Of course, it’s all far from automated, but it’s in place, and with the help of Alibaba’s
logistics arm, Cainiao, Lazada has a huge leg up on the competition.
Lazada has also staked a claim to groceries, “in 2016 acquiring RedMart, a startup that’s
become a leading e-grocer in Singapore. It intends to take that business to at least one
more country this year,” Poignant said.
These assets have helped turn Lazada into the region’s largest e-commerce company as
measured by trafﬁc. In the last quarter of 2018, it attracted 183.4 million monthly web
visits in six countries, according to the research consultant iPrice.
Although the Lazada Way looks primed for success, things can happen quickly to
adversely affect its upward trajectory. With 20 to 30 percent of those online in
Southeast Asia having bought something via the internet in the last 30 days, and with
e-commerce ready to skyrocket across the region ($240 billion by 2025), Lazada will
need much more ﬁrepower to dominate for very long.
And Alibaba’s presence in Southeast Asia goes beyond backing Lazada. The ﬁrm also
invested $1.1 billion in Tokopedia which competes with Lazada in Indonesia, Southeast
Asia’s largest economy and the world’s fourth most populous country.
One thing’s for sure with any of the logistics challengers, Southeast Asia will need to do
much better in the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index than it has in the past.
Languishing in 32nd place or 39th place simply won’t cut it.
See also: The Three Sisters: Malaysia, Vietnam & Thailand
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Robotics & Automation in a “New” India
The face of a “new” India is clearly visible, yet will it emerge
amid steep challenges?
“I give 10 years for labor-intensive manufacturing to survive in its present form before
machines take over.”
—Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Chairman, Policy Advisory Committee,
International Monetary Fund
Is there a “new” India emerging?
For the ﬁrst time in over ﬁfty years, India is faced with an unprecedented inﬂux of
foreign direct investment (FDI), venture capital inﬂows, government ﬁnancing,
high-tech startups, and advanced manufacturing and logistics technology.
An era of success seems to be at hand, but can India measure up to the formidable
challenges ahead?
The wave west
According to a report from Standard Chartered, China’s wage costs are on the rise, and
the center of gravity of low-cost manufacturing looks set to trend west from coastal
China, to inland China, to ASEAN, to India, Bangladesh and eventually to Africa.
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India needs to catch the wave of low-cost manufacturing before it blows past on its way
west. Africa beckons from across the Indian Ocean.
In the end, the reality is that all low-cost manufacturing worldwide seems to be a
time-limited activity that may well disappear faster than anyone ever expected. But for
the moment, it is here with us, its huge, it employs countless millions, and it’s on the
move.
Next stop: India?
The hunt for cheap, temporary labor is arriving.
Already, places like Sri City, an industrial park in India’s southern state of Andhra
Pradesh, are seeing a rapid incursion of Chinese companies: Lenovo, Gionee, Vivo and
Xiaomi have each put up production facilities in India over the last year. Another, Xi’an
LONGi, will invest $225 million to set up a facility to make solar cells and components.
Terry Gou’s Foxconn has met with Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis
about building a cell phone manufacturing facility for 50,000 workers on 1,200 acres in
Maharashtra. Apple is also bringing manufacturing to India, having met with the
government of Karnataka to set up a plant in Bengaluru.
The strategy behind the build out of different types of manufacturing seems to be
following a path relative to the per capita income of India’s labor force (red notations in
map below).
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“There’s the threat of India losing out,” reports Madhur Jha, senior economist at
Standard Chartered: “Other countries are slightly more developed, have a stronger
manufacturing base, and are moving toward automation more quickly to keep
themselves competitive.”
Just how fast is automation moving? Well, hard to believe but true, robots have barely
penetrated India and China relative to the size of their labor forces, yet is pushing
low-cost manufacturing almost completely out of East Asia in under a decade.
In fact, a decade more is all that Tharman Shanmugaratnam, chairman of the
International Monetary Fund’s policy advisory committee, gives a fast-closing window
for India to catch up with rich countries or miss the boat.
“Time is not on India’s side,” said Shanmugaratnam at a government conference. “I give
10 years for labor-intensive manufacturing to survive in its present form before
machines take over.”
With the Modi government needing ﬁve million new manufacturing jobs annually to
keep pace with a growing population, Shanmugaratnam’s forecast is a punch in the gut.
But is it a well-deserved punch? Better yet, can India counter the blow?
For the time being, with its GDP growing at 7.7 percent India, can boast of the world’s
fast-growing economy. However, as the world has already witnessed with China’s
decade of 7-plus growth, there’s more to a prosperous future than gaudy GDP stats.
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Dangerous undertow
Will there ever be enough low-cost manufacturing jobs to go around? A report by the
JustJobs Network labor research institute says no: “The working-age population is
increasing far faster than the number of jobs in the formal sector: roughly 1 million a
month versus 1 million a year.
Dead-end education. According to the United Nations: “The average Indian adult has
been schooled for only 4.4 years, the worst among Asia’s major developing economies.”
What about college grads? The Aspiring Minds skills-assessment group concluded in its
report, National Employability Report, Engineers – Annual Report, 2016: “Half of the 5
million [college seniors] graduating annually with bachelor’s degrees are unemployable
because of poor cognitive and language skills.”
India’s productivity: The Boston Consulting Group concluded bluntly in India: Growth &
Jobs in the New Globalization: Productivity of Indian factories is the worst among
major economies. See related: Quality vs. Chalta Hai.
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And the workforce kicker: India’s economy and social structure is saddled with 287
million illiterate citizens. By far the world’s largest! Amounting to 37 percent of the
global total.
Upswells of hope
White-hot economy: The United Nations forecasts India’s GDP to grow 7.7 percent in
2017 and 7.6 percent in 2018. China is at 6.6, down from 7.5!
Opportunity exists: Low-cost manufacturing is arriving in a big way. The Deloitte
survey, a Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index (GMCI 2016), pegs India to
become the “New China” in terms of low-cost manufacturing country in the next ﬁve
years.
Foreign interest: From $44 billion in foreign direct investment (FDI) in 2015 to north of
$60 billion in 2016, India is the darling of offshore interest. Lots of new people are
arriving with the idea to make lots of money. Can India oblige?
High-tech hotbed: NASSCOM ranks India as 3rd largest startup ecosystem with more
than a 100 accelerators, 200 active angels, 150 VCs and over 4,200 startups.
Robot “density” is non-existent: According to euRobotics, manufacturing in India has
but 2 robots per 10,000 employees; automotive industry sees only 58 per 10,000
employees. Astounding numbers for a country of 1.3 billion people!
Dr Hongwei Zhang from the Department of Engineering and Mathematics, Shefﬁeld
Hallam University, South Yorkshire, England, believes that “automation and robotics
are catching on rapidly…In India, it’s happening at a faster rate, he said. Globally, the use
of robots is growing at the rate of 6.73 percent per annum. In India, it has been growing
around 12 percent cent, he added.”
With millions of India’s SMEs forecast to be a $25.8 billion market for emerging
technologies by 2020, according to the Economic Times of India, robot automation,
especially purchases of simple-to-use, fast-ROI cobots, should skyrocket.
Greatest resource: Educating future roboticists
Enclaves around which robotics can grow and ﬂourish and spin off robotics companies
traditionally occur in geographic zones where superior education grows and ﬂourishes.
Think, Stanford, Berkeley, Carnegie-Mellon, MIT/Harvard, Georgia Tech in the U.S.
Where are India’s zones of excellence? Asian Robotics Review sought out a solid pair of
boots on the ground to offer up a glimpse. Aiding in the quest was Debashis Das,
founder and CEO of Bharati Robotics (Pune). Well-known, respected and deep into
India’s robotics ecosystem and industry, Debashis sat for a Q&A on the centers of
excellence and their outlook going forward.
When asked about India’s “enclaves” of great robotics education, he rattled off the
following (see map lower left below):
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BITS (Birla Institute of Technology and Science), Pilani
IISC (Indian Institute of Science), Bangalore
IIT (Indian Institute of Technology) Bombay, Madras, Delhi, Kanpur, Kharagpur,
Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad
PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore
VJTI (Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute), Mumbai
Why these?
Professional course in robotics engineering available.
Knowledgeable technical staff to support and guide students, many of who have done
MS in major universities in US.
Colleges have very good Industry connections to develop practical solutions
Robotics lab facilities have advanced equipment
Colleges have funds to promote robotics by competitions, seminars, paper
presentations, research
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